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About This Content
NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF XPLANE 10!
The Carenado line 5d3b920ae0

Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Carenado - PA46 Malibu Mirage 350P
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Carenado
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2015

Minimum:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8
Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)
Memo

English

EDIT: turns out that the interior lightindu00a1g requires HDR to be enabled. So I changed the review from negative to positive
Issues: -EMIS buttons don't work -Most of the interior lighting don't work either, only the instrument panel lights seem to be
working, but the levers aren't illuminated(this is a major issue for me). The other lights glow but don't illuminate the interior(not
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that important but kinda ruins the experience). -The taxi light doesn't illuminate the ground, if you want to taxi at night you will
need to use the landing lights For the rest it is a fantastic plane with a nice flight model but I can't recommend it because this
issues can ruin your experience if you fly at night.. EDIT: turns out that the interior lightindu00a1g requires HDR to be enabled.
So I changed the review from negative to positive Issues: -EMIS buttons don't work -Most of the interior lighting don't work
either, only the instrument panel lights seem to be working, but the levers aren't illuminated(this is a major issue for me). The
other lights glow but don't illuminate the interior(not that important but kinda ruins the experience). -The taxi light doesn't
illuminate the ground, if you want to taxi at night you will need to use the landing lights For the rest it is a fantastic plane with a
nice flight model but I can't recommend it because this issues can ruin your experience if you fly at night.
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